Collect, Index,
and Categorize
at Scale
The verdict is in! ActiveNav can help
you reduce your litigation costs
and quickly respond to eDiscovery
requests.

On-Premises, Agentless Software
The collection and processing of data for eDiscovery are increasingly expensive –
especially as data volumes continue to grow. To complicate matters, nearly every
organization is guilty of having too much data due to over-retention, meaning that
companies often have terabytes and petabytes of electronically stored information
(ESI) that could be relevant to litigation.

Accelerate
your search
and refine

ActiveNav’s battle-tested file analysis software scales faster and is more cost-effective
than traditional eDiscovery solutions available today because we can:
• Reduce eDiscovery costs by pre-culling data at the time of collection with 		
automated workflows and pre-configured analytics
• Leverage customizable rules to identify potentially relevant and privileged 		
information

Deploy and
scale quickly
to TBs and PBs

• Index up to 1 million files per hour for quick time-to-value, saving time and 		
reducing cost
ActiveNav streamlines Early Case Assessment (ECA) by indexing and classifying
unstructured data sets to identify potentially relevant data. By reducing the time to
identify and collect, as well as reducing data volumes, your organization can realize
cost savings from the beginning of an eDiscovery matter.

A trusted and
established
partner

Identify Potentially Relevant Data
ActiveNav can reduce eDiscovery costs by pre-culling data at
the time of collection with automated workflows. Our software
maps, identifies, and tags potentially relevant data and privileged
information with a full audit trail-stack ranking the content that is
most relevant and helping you meet tight deadlines.
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Powerful classification
rules
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GET STARTED TODAY. SEE ACTIVENAV IN ACTION. REQUEST YOUR DEMO.
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